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Abstract
The in-vitro meat is a novel concept in food biotechnology comprising field of tissue engineering and cellular agriculture. It involves production of edible biomass by in-vitro culture of stem
cells harvested from the muscle of live animals by self-organizing or scaffolding methodology.
It is considered as efficient, environmental friendly, better ensuring public safety and nutritional security, as well as ethical way of producing meat. Source of stem cells, media ingredients,
supply of large size bioreactors, skilled manpower, sanitary requirements, production of products with similar sensory and textural attributes as of conventional meat, consumer acceptance, and proper set up of regulatory framework are challenges faced in commercialization
and consumer acceptance of in-vitro meat. To realize any perceivable change in various
socio-economic and environmental spheres, the technology should be commercialized and
should be cost-effective as conventional meat and widely accepted among consumers. The
new challenges of increasing demand of meat with the increasing population could be fulfill
by the establishment of in-vitro meat production at large scale and its popularization. The
adoption of in-vitro meat production at an industrial scale will lead to self-sufficiency in the developed world.
Keywords: Cell culture, Sustainability, Food neophobia, Consumer acceptance, Future prospects

INTRODUCTION
Meat has been an integral part of our diet and played an important role in socio-economic and cultural
development of human society. Meat is an excellent source of high quality animal proteins containing
all essential amino acids, source of energy, lipids, minerals, endogenous antioxidant compounds, and a
range of bioactive compounds such as taurine, carnitine, carnosine, ubiquinone, glutathione, and creatine
[1]. In addition to nutritional significance, meat has a unique place in our food basket due to unique
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structures and compositional features imparting characteristic functionalities and technological
attributes such as palatability, digestibility, organoleptic attributes, etc. [2].
In 2019, global meat production was recorded to 325 Mt, obtained from slaughtering of
approximately 80 billion animals. It is projected to increase to 366 Mt by year 2029 with more than
80% addition in global meat supply contributed by developing countries [3]. In last five decades,
the global meat supply increased by over three times leading to animal proteins contributing upto
40% of total protein consumption at present, with similar increasing trend predicted in the near
future [4]. Tonsor and Schulz [5] projected annual demand of meat will rise by a 0.24% increase
in developed countries compared to the higher growth rate projected for developing countries
(0.8%). In the near future, there will be a higher demand for meat from developing countries rather
than developed countries due to education, awareness towards healthy and nutritious food, rising
income, industrialization, maximization of urban areas at the cost of rural regions, increasing per
capita income, increasing exploration of food with greater palatability, etc. As per one prediction
by Steinfeld et al. [6] meat demand will increase upto 72% by 2030. To fulfil the food safety for
projected population of 9.1 billion in 2050, animal products should be increased to 465 million
tonnes [6,7].

PROSPECTS OF CONVENTIONAL MEAT PRODUCTION
Any substantial increase in meat production for a growing population seems quite challenging as,
at present global meat production by the conventional methods has already achieved its maximum
growth potential due to constraints of natural resources. There is very little scope for further
increase in meat production growth unless the industry adopts some groundbreaking innovative
technologies. In addition to the availability of limited natural resources such as water, land etc., the
environmental and growing awareness for animal welfare practices followed during animal rearing,
and slaughter is increasingly gaining importance. Various governments have formulated legal
requirements for ensuring proper animal welfare practices during animal rearing (such as farrowing
pen, grazing, free-range poultry, etc.). Further, consumers are increasingly becoming more vocal
about animal rights and treatments during rearing and slaughtering.
Further meat production is an inefficient way of utilizing / converting plant protein into animal
protein through rearing food animals [8]. For per unit production, crops production is more efficient
and requires lower natural resources as compared to meat production. Thus, meat production at the
cost of staple crops is always debatable among researchers and policy makers. It has been estimated
that current global meat production consumes about 70% of total freshwater and total arable land,
with 20% of total electricity generated required producing fodder crops for rearing livestock. About
40% of total grains and 75% of total soya produced world-wide is used for animal rearing [6,9,10].
Approximately 40% of cereals produced during 2001–2010 were used for animal feeding. Thus in
the future, meat production will put pressure on already restrained natural resource as a requirement
of food production needs to increase 70% by 2050 for providing food for the burgeoning population
[7,11–13]. In the near future, providing healthy diet to exploding population in a sustainable and
equitable manner remains the major concerns [14].
Meat production is responsible for consuming a major chunk of our natural resources such as
land, water, energy etc. Various estimates prove the present meat production system as resource
intensive method of converting vegetable proteins into animal proteins as 5–40 times more water
is required for 1 kg beef production as compared 1 kg grains [15], utilization of about 2 lakh liter
of water for 1 kg beef production [16], etc. Meat production is also significantly contributing to
greenhouse gases (GHGs) emission such as carbon dioxide (9%), methane (39%), and nitrous
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oxide (65%) of total global emission with meat and dairy animals contributing upto 14.5% of total
GHG emission around the globe [3]. The main concerns of meat production were summarized
as animal welfare issues during rearing and slaughtering of animals, environmental issues (such as
deforestation, environmental pollution), and public health concerns (cardiovascular diseases, obesity,
food borne outbreaks) [8]. The regular intake of red meat (120 g/day) and processed meat (30 g/
day) reported to increase risk of cardiovascular diseases, colorectal cancers [17].
The scientific community has raised their concerns towards overconsumption of meat in
developed countries and advocating for its immediate reduction to mitigate the adverse effect
on natural resources and environment [18]. The non-judicious use of antibiotics in agriculture
resulted in development of antibiotic resistant bacterial strains and posed serious public health
concerns. With global warming phenomenon significantly impacted agriculture production, and
rising sea levels, climate changes, strained water resources have limited the scope of additional food
production by agriculture in future for additional population [19]. It has been observed that a 20%
reduction in meat consumption in USA would result in reduce GHG emission by 100 MMt per
year [20]. A decreasing trend of meat consumption has been noticed in developed countries due to
food safety, health issues, and sustainability [21].
The application of modern technologies and management system is known to have 20%
efficacy. Thus, it becomes imperative to search some novel and sustainable source of animal protein
production to cater the population and to ensure food security [22,23]. On the other side, reducing
consumption to a significant level seems quite challenging due to nutritive value and unique place
of meat in human food basket and integral part of various traditions and socio-cultural aspects
in society. In addition to being a non-sustainable production system, increasing preference of
vegetarianism and vegan diets forced the policy makers, academicians, and researchers to search a
sustainable method of meat production such as meat analogs or in-vitro meat / lab meat / clean
meat etc. Countries such as China, India, and USA have shown growing interest and consumer
acceptance towards various meat alternatives with maintaining organoleptic and nutritional quality
similar to meat [24].

IN-VITRO MEAT
In-vitro meat- A future meat
The in-vitro meat is a new concept in food biotechnology comprising field of tissue engineering
and cellular agriculture. Under this, edible biomass is produced by in-vitro culture of stem cells
harvested from the muscle of live animals [25]. Stephens et al [26] defined it as set of technologies
used to produce a typical product obtained from livestock farming by applying cell culturing
technology with very little or no animal involvement. Production of meat through cell culturing is
an immerging technology which has attracted the attention of researchers and academician worldwide due to its potential to supply high-quality animal protein at a relatively very low ecological
footprint [27] as well as a potential alternative to conventional animal rearing and meat production
system to a great extent [28]. The in-vitro meat is a meat analog produced by using cell culture. The
skeletal muscle derived cells are harvested from the animal through muscle biopsy and slaughtered
animals [29].
With the limited natural resources (such as land, water, energy) and burgeoning population,
it is very difficult to meet the increasing demand for meat by the conventional method of meat
production comprising animal rearing and slaughtering operations. The in-vitro meat production,
if applied on an industrial scale with suitable technological interventions, has the potential to
fulfill the requirement of animal protein to the world population in the future, and will ensure
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food security (food accessibility and food availability), improving human health in a sustainable
manner [30]. The global consultancy firm AT Kearney predicted that by 2040, 60% of global
meat requirement will be fulfilled by non-conventional production methods such as in-vitro meat
(35%) or plant based analogs (25%), due to high environmental impact and animal welfare issues
associated with conventional meat production [31].
In-vitro meat-As future of source of animal protein
In some media and public debates, the meat derived from cell culturing is termed as synthetic meat,
lab meat, cell-based meat, factory grown meat, Frankenstein meat or artificial meat [32,33]. During
its initial developmental stage, the term in-vitro meat or cultured meat was commonly used with
later one was preferred by some researchers due to the process of culturing the tissues in production
of this new and innovative meat source. The term clean meat is also increasingly used from 2015
onwards in various communications. It seems more positive and appropriate to consumers than the
term cultured meat [34] due to sustainability, slaughter-free and well controlled sanitation at the
time of production as compared to traditional meat.
This novel product is also termed as artificial muscle proteins to differentiate it from conventional
meat produced by slaughtering animals [35]. In 1931, Winston Churchill predicted production of
meat in the future without the slaughter of animals by using cell culture in future his essay “Fifty
Years Hence” in the Strand Magazine [36]. In 1912, Alex Carrel has successfully maintained the
embryonic chicken cardiac culture for up to 34 years [37]. The first patent for industrial production
of in-vitro meat for human and animal consumption was granted to Willem Frederik Van Eelen in
1999 [38]. In 2002, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) scientists successfully
cultured muscle tissue from common goldfish [39]. With the support of various government and
non-governmental agencies, several research grants were sanctioned, and start-ups / institutions
were set up for technological innovations, feasibility to produce in-vitro meat on industrial scale at
comparative prices, development of various prototypes for development and popularize this novel
technology. Notably the first three research projects were awarded by Dutch government in 2005
for developing algae-based culture media [40], feasibility of culturing embryonic and stem cells [41]
and stimulation of muscle cell growth by applying various chemical or electronic stimulations [42].
Various milestones in the development of in-vitro meat are presented in Table 1.
In-vitro meat-Present status
In 2013, Mark Post from Maastrich University, Netherland developed first cultured meat by
culturing bovine skeletal muscle cells [26] and launched cell cultured based meat burger for sensory
evaluation in a press conference in London in August 2013 [43]. New Harvest, Memphis Meats,
JUST, Modern Meadow, Aleph Farms, Mosa Meat and Meatable are some important start-ups
working in this ambitious venture along with research institutions. At present, these institutions
can produce in-vitro meat at laboratory scale but exorbitant production costs prove major hurdle
in their commercialization and popularization. Besides governmental and private agencies, several
non-profit organizations such as Peoples for Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), Good Food
Institute, Compassion USA, etc. are playing major role in supporting the development of clean
meat by assisting research and development in this sector.
At present, approximately 32 start-ups / companies are continuously searching for better
technological inventions to produce cultured meat on an industrial scale and popularize it. A
large number of these companies are focussing on cultured beef (25%) followed by poultry
(22%), pork and seafood (19% each) and exotic meat (15%), with 40% companies based in North
America followed by Asia (31%) and Europe (25%). Two companies are exploring mouse meat
696
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Table 1. Important Milestones in history of in-vitro meat
Phase

Year

Milestones

Origin of the idea

1912

Development and maintenance of embryonic chicken heart tissue culture from 1912 to 1946 by Alexis Carrel
(1912–1946)

Fictionalization

1927

Beef steak in Lab by JBS Haldane in his essay ‘Future of Biology,

1931

Frederick Edwin Smith and Winston Churchill anticipated in-vitro meat

1932

Publication of ‘Thoughts and Adventures’ book including Winston Churchill famous essay ‘Fifty Year Hence’

1943

French science fiction author Rene Barjavel also described the cultured meat in his novel ‘Ravage’

1952

Description of Vat Grown Meat in novel ‘The Sapce Merchant’ by F. Pohl and C. Kornbluth

1967

Translation of Ravage novel as Ashes, Ashes’

1971

Article on Growth of Smooth muscle in culture and formation of elastic fibre by Russel Ross

1995

Approval by in-vitro production by USDA

1996

Creation of first tissue by Oron Catts and Lonat Zurr under Tissue Culture and Art Project

1997

Lab grown fish muscle as space food by Borris Benjaminson

Tangible realization
of the idea

1998–1999

Filing and later grant of first patent on ‘Method of Producing Tissue Engineered Meat for Consumption’ to Willem
Frederik Van Eelen

1999

Filing of patent for ‘Industrial Scale Production of Meat from in-vitro cell culture’ by Van Eelen, Van Kooten, and
Wiete Westerhof

2002

Cultivation of dorsal abdominal skeletal muscle mass of Carassius (Gold fish) in media containing fetal bovine
serum substitutes and later tested for organoleptic attributes by breading and fat frying
Frog steak developed with frog skeletal muscle cells over biopolymer

Refining
technology for
mass production

2004
2004–till date

Formation of in-vitro Meat Alliance for sustainable meat production
Setting up of various start-ups (especially after 2013) and increasing funding from various government and
environmental groups

2005

Journal of Tissue Engineering published paper on in-vitro-cultured meat production

2007

Formation of in-vitro meat consortium alliance by environment conscious scientist

2008

Announcement of 1 million USD prize by People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PeTA) for the first commercially viable in-vitro chicken meat nuggets at Ist in-vitro meat symposium
Organization of first international symposium on in-vitro meat by Norwegian Food Research Institute

2011

Advocating term Cultured meat in place of in-vitro meat by European Science Foundation

2013

Production, tasting and patent of world’s first cultured meat-based beef burger in 2013 by Professor Mark Post,
a Dutch scientist

2014

Publication of in-vitro Meat Cookbook detailing 45 different recipes

2019

Good Food Institute USA funded 6 projects with 2,50,000 USD each for research on lab grown meat

Sources: [32,36–39,78,116,160,161].

as alternative pet food, and another two companies are working on kangaroo and horse meat
[44]. These companies are working on business-to-consumer (B2C) model mostly, but now some
companies are set up on business-to-business (B2B) model for ensuring an adequate supply of
necessary inputs such as hormones, growth regulators, scaffolds, culture media, cell lines, fats, etc.
for companies working on cultured meat. Recently in December, 2020, in a historical breakthrough,
US startup Eat Just has launched chicken bites / chicken nuggets made by using cultured meat
grown in the bioreactor (capacity 1,200 liter, plant based nutrient supply using fetal bovine serum
as a growth medium, which was removed before consumption) as an ingredient in place of meat
(good meat cultured chicken) in Singapore at 1,880 restaurant chain after getting approval from
Singapore Food Agency. The company is selling it at the competitive price of $23 [31,45]. Ivy Fram
Technologies, established with Oxford University’s support, expects to get approval and start selling
cultured pork in the UK by 2023. The company aims to produce 12,000 tonnes of pork a year,
equivalent to meat obtained by the slaughter of 170,000 pigs [46]. The major start-ups in the field
of in-vitro meat are present in the Table 2.
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Table 2. Major start-ups in field of in-vitro meat
Year1)
2013

Country

Name of company and country

Products

Netherland

Mosa meat

Beef burger of the future

USA

Modern meadow

Edible dehydrated meat steak chip made of cultured meat combined with a hydrogel

2016

USA

Memphis meats

Beef fajita, meatball, duck, and chicken

2017

USA

Memphis meats

Chicken tender

JUST (previously known as Hampton Creek)

Chicken nuggets

USA

Finless foods

In-vitro fish meat

Israel

Aleph farms/ Meat growers

Cultured steaks using proprietary 3-D technology

Israel

SuperMeat

Meal-ready chicken cultured meat

USA

Hampton creek food

Cultured meat and seafood

USA

JUST (previously known as Hampton Creek),

Chicken nuggets, clean meat products

Israel

Future Meat Technologies

Shawarma, planned to reduce the cost to $2.30 a pound by 2020

USA

Memphis meats

Duck Meat nuggets

Australia

Heuros in Brisbane and VOW in Sydney

Exploring commercialization of cultured meat cell culturing in
natural medium, sustainable and affordable

USA

New age meats

Pork sausage

Belgium

Peace of meat

Chicken meat

USA

JUST

Duck pâté & chorizo

France

Gourmey

Foie gras

UK

Higher steaks

Pork belly and bacon

Neatherland

Meatable

Porcine and bovine induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)

Israel

MeaTech 3D

First cultivated meat company listed on the US stock exchange,
DNA for poultry product preparation

2018
2019

2020

2021
1)

Year of important announcement or achievement.

Sources: [26,44,83].

IN-VITRO MEAT VS CONVENTIONAL MEAT
The production of in-vitro / cultured meat has several unique advantages as compared to the
traditional meat production system and has been widely acclaimed as future of meat production or
animal protein. Under this novel methods, embryonic or stem cells are cultured and converted into
meat tissues without slaughtering of animals (slaughter-free meat) using cell agriculture or food
biotechnology. In-vitro method recognized as efficient, environmental friendly, better ensuring
public safety and nutritional security, as well as ethical way of producing meat.
The main advantages of in-vitro meat production over conventional meat production could
be summarized as; 1) need for maintaining a small herd of animals for supply of stem cells, 2)
better compositional and structural control by proper incorporation of ingredients or cells in
culture media during processing, 3) improving nutritive value, hygienic way of production without
any food toxicants or pathogens, 4) potential to produce rare and exotic meat, 5) sustainable and
environmental friendly production system with very less land and water requirements, 6) quick
production process, 7) production of principal products with minimum by-products and most
energy diverted towards production of meat, 8) production of quality meat without affecting by
extraneous factors as stress in conventional method, 9) suitable option for space and unconventional
places, 10) no religious taboos / issues except the initials cells collections from cells from animals,
11) more acceptability towards this novel food by vegetarians / vegan who abstain meat due to
ethical / animal welfare reasons, etc. In-vitro meat production has been credited to have low carbon
698
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and water footprint. As such in-vitro meat production at commercial scale would ensure slaughterfree, animal-free meat production with saving on 50% in energy, 99% in land use and 80%–95%
water intake and 75%–95% lower emission of GHGs [40].
Tuomisto et al. [40] and Bartholet [47] observed huge saving on various inputs (82%–96%
saving on water, 98%–99% less land) by using cyanobacteria as a source of nutrients in addition
to huge reduction (upto 78%–96%) GHGs emission. The savings on input varies with the type
of meat under consideration, such as higher in poultry and pork than beef [25,40]. The large scale
adoption of in-vitro meat in Europe has been projected to decrease GHGs emission by 2 folds.
Most of the land at present under crop or fodder production reverting back to wild, leading to
reforestation resulting in improving ecological balance, increasing availability of biofuels, saving
natural resources for future, etc. [48]. Harvesting a large number of stem cells from small group of
high-yielding animals would increase the profitability and returns per animal and prove a better
alternative to intensive farming systems. It will open a new arena for the production of meat of rare
and exotic species. This production method will shift the focus from high-yielding and genetically
modified animals to conventional livestock breeds that are better adapted to a particular climate and
sustain at low inputs and extensive systems, and helps in preserving biodiversity [26]. The salient
merits of in-vitro meat production over conventional meat production have been summarized in
Table 3.

THE TECHNOLOGY OF IN-VITRO MEAT PRODUCTION
There are several technologies / processes are available describing the production of in-vitro meat
(Fig. 1), but, some of these methods are under the stage of commercialization, while others are
still under the developmental phase / conceptualization stage or feasible on a laboratory scale only.
Cultured meat production is done by two methods viz. self-organizing (use of explants harvested
from animals to produce structured meat as self-organizing constructs) and scaffolding (growing
and differentiating myoblasts in the scaffold in growth media leading to unstructured and soft
tissue) [49]. Under scaffold-based process, the embryonic myoblast or stem cells harvested from live
animals are multiplied and fixed to substrate or scaffold made up of collagen or micro-carrier beads
in growth media of bioreactor. Under the self-organizing method, explant harvested from donor
animals is proliferated in culture media leading to the formation of tissues resembling conventional
meat in structure, composition, and organoleptic attributes due to presence of additional adipose
tissue, circulatory system, etc. in developed muscle tissue [30]. However incidences of necrosis have
been reported in cultured cells present at 0.5 mm or more distance from nutrients due to poor
nutrients supply [50].
Inputs of in-vitro meat
For a cultured meat assembly (CMA), tissues specific cells (such as muscle, adipocytes, circulatory,
chondrocytes, etc.), culture media, and bioreactor form an integral part [51]. Various cells possessing
property to proliferate and retain their ability to remain undifferentiated forms such as stem cells,
satellite cells and adipose tissue stem cells are used for the production of cultured meat [52]. Stem
cells derived from matured cells responsible for regeneration and repair of tissues can also be used
for cultured meat but these cells are more prone for senescence upon growing in-vitro [53,54].
Presently, satellites cells are commonly used, and researchers stressed the search for genetically
modified cells as an alternative to adult stem cells and satellite cells [49]. The telomerase genes in
cells determine the cell multiplication. The suitable modifications in these genes will increase the
Hayflick limit (number of times cell divide before senescence) of these cells [55]. Alternatively for
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Table 3. Various aspects of conventional meat and in-vitro meat
Broad aspect
Animal welfare

Food security
and safety

Conventional meat

In-vitro meat

Obtained by slaughter of animal

Slaughter-free method of production by cell agriculture

Animal undergoes pain or stress during rearing, transport and in
lairage

A small amount of tissue biopsies or explants needed for obtaining
stem cells

With proper stunning, pain may be reduced to a great extent

Harvesting fetal embryonic stem cells considered painless method

Need large number of animals to fulfil meat demand

Require few animals for supplying stem cells for meat production

Availability of meat from wild/ exotic/ rare species is not ethically
and legally allowed

Make possible of production of meat of wild/ rare or exotic animals
as rhino sausage, tiger nuggets

Production process warrants strict quality checks

Whole process is carried out under strict hygiene and sanitary conditions

Higher manual contact and large variations in animal production
practices affect the quality

A novel process and does not depends upon animal handling and
managemental practices except for harvesting stem cells

The feed and other inputs change quality of meat to a small extent Nutritional quality of cultured meat largely affected by incorporation
of various ingredients in growth media

Sustainability

Compositional modifications are difficult

Compositional modifications are very easy

Higher risk of antibiotic residues and microbial contamination,
depending upon the managemental and feeding practices

Very low risk of antibiotic residues or microbial contaminations

Higher water and carbon foot-print

Low water and carbon foot-print

Causes environmental pollution and unable to sustain high produc- Environmental friendly, sustainable, green technology
tion of meat in future
Resource intensive, need high amount of water, land and energy
inputs

Resource extensive, theoretically one cell line can feed whole
world

Large land requirement for animal farming and agriculture for
production of fodder and grains

Less land requirement and may use horizontal space

Waste disposal of agriculture farming, animal rearing, slaughtering Waste disposal is far less as compared to conventional meat proand meat processing poses a huge challenge
duction, media waste treatment and disposal at an industrial scale
may require attention

Process
characteristics

Cause higher emission of GHGs leading to ozone depletion and
global warming

No significant emission of GHGs by application of innovative technologies

Production of meat takes more time due to rearing animals to
slaughter age

Fast process and production at artificial environment

Energy is diverted towards principal product meat along with a
range of by-products

Full energy is diverted towards production of principal product

Animal reared mostly at rural areas and transported to slaughter
house/ processing facilities

The whole production process most likely to be set up mostly at
urban areas

Not suitable for long-term space explorations and settlement

Suitable for long-term space explorations and settlement

The production site is mostly away from consumption areas

The in-vitro production site can be placed near to demand areas

Lowering production will preserve biodiversity

Higher production will decrease conventional meat production and
preserve biodiversity

Stress prior to slaughter leads to deterioration of meat quality such These pre-slaughter stress factor do not apply in in-vitro meat
as PSE, DFD
Religious aspects

Slaughtering of animals should be done with proper following of
religious rules

Cell harvesting as per religious laws and culture media should
have religiously acceptable ingredients

Have animal welfare and ethical issues for vegan and vegetarians

Accepted by vegetarians and vegans who avoid meat eating due
to animal welfare and ethical concerns, culture media are free from
animal origin ingredients

GHG, greenhouse gas; PSE, pale soft exudative; DFD, dark firm and dry.

CMA, induced pluripotent porcine stem cells by inducing embryonic gene expression may also
be used in future [56,57]. Three dimensional (3D) scaffolding is used to prepare well-structured
cultured meat such as steaks [58].
Cell culture
The cell culture comprises harvesting biopsies or explants from farm animals, separating out the
stem cells, proliferating, growth and differentiation of these cells in media under specific physical
700
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of various technological aspects of in-vitro meat production.

and chemical stimulants [23]. For cell culture, stem cells obtained from adult tissue-derived
myoblasts or satellite cells are mostly utilized. A major portion of meat is formed by muscular
tissue comprising skeletal muscle fibres. Muscles have regeneration power and recover from minor
damage due to presence of satellite cells, types of stem cells present in skeletal muscle. These satellite
cells are responsible for muscle regeneration and tissue repairs and have the inherent ability to
grow and differentiate in any cells / tissue depending upon the stimulants. These cells proliferate
and differentiate into the desired muscle cells while maintaining their constant number in muscle
owing to their self-renewal ability [59]. Under normal conditions, these cells remain in quiescent /
inactive stage regulated with negative cell cycle by halting the cell cycle, various growth regulators,
up-regulated notch signalling, and expression of tumour genes as retinoblastoma (Rb), P53, P21
[60]. These cells are activated by various extrinsic and intrinsic factors such as muscle injury. Notch
downregulation of cell differentiation / development leads to myogenic differentiation under various
factors expressed upon activated satellite cells such as myogenic factor 5, myogenic determination,
myogenin [60,61].
These cells are grown in media on a scaffold in a bioreactor and they fuse together under specific
environmental stimulations and differentiate into myoblasts which further fuse to form myotubes,
which differentiate into myofibres under different environmental stimulations [27]. These myofibers
are taken out from scaffold and processed for development of various meat products. There may be
variations in design of scaffolds. Edelman et al. [55] proposed use of collagen beads as scaffolds in
the bioreactor for production of myocytes. This method of production of in-vitro meat has some
issues such as by using this scaffold method, only a thin layer of myocytes (100 to 200 μm) can
be harvested due to limited diffusion of cells on scaffold due to static conditions needed for cell
culturing [62].
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Tissue culture
Tissue culturing is used for preparation of high volume of structured meat. Fish fillets were
obtained by increasing gold fish explants area within a week time [39]. These fillets were also
ranked high on sensory attributes. The culture medium should imitate the in-vivo conditions to
get cultured tissue similar to their origin tissue. This imitation has been a limitation and may lead
to necrosis and atrophy in developed cells after some time due to lack of nutrients, resulting in the
detachment of these cells from the surface [63]. To overcome these practical difficulties in tissue
culturing, it was recommended to apply tissue engineering techniques to grow cells on networks
of edible porous material. That porous material / polymer will act as a blood vascular system and
improve medium perfusion to growing myoblasts and other cells [64]. There are two methodologies
to produce in-vitro meat viz. self-organizing (by producing highly structured meat from explant
and continuous removal of these cells) and scaffolding where cells are grown, proliferated, and
differentiated onto scaffold or microbeads in growth medium [65].
The scientific community had advocated the possibility of preparation of lab meat similar to
conventional meat by using different tissue in appropriate amounts by using cultured myoblasts
with other cell types [23,66]. Similarly Wolfson [67] proposed formation of edible porous polymer
comprising an artificial circulatory system. However, the difficulties during cell diffusion, culturing
prove major hindrance during its commercialization.
Organ printing and nanotechnology
Organ printing and nanotechnology is widely acclaimed as future technology for preparation
of cultured meat, structurally and functionally similar to conventional meat. It comprises 3D
bioprinting or four dimensional (4D) bioprinting technologies making it possible to produce tissues
resembling conventional meat in anatomical, compositional, functional, and structural attributes
[68]. The 3D printing / additive manufacturing (AM) / rapid prototyping facilitate novel products
development from digital Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software by well-defined sequential
process. Under 3D printing, CAD model of configuration is prepared followed by converting it into
standard triangular language (STL) format [69]. It is possible to prepare organs and tissues marked
resemblance with conventional meat by using this method and have huge market potential. Under
4D printing, one more dimension of transformation over a period of time is added to 3D printing.
This method is mostly used for production of regenerative tissues such as muscle, cardiovascular
tissues or bone [70]. Recently there is marked reduction in cost of 3D printers and same trend is
expected to remain in future. At present, laser printing (costly but highest resolution / precision),
extrusion printing (slower, economical, continuous release of material), inkjet printer (cheaper, small
droplet size, applied to low viscosity materials as surface energy and rheological attributes), powder
binding printing (PBP), selective laser sintering (SLS) and hydrogel forming extrusion (HFE)
are the major technologies used for 3D printing. By using this technology, it is possible to develop
unique food products with proper nutritional value, intricate shapes, colors, and unique textures
by applying food ingredients and suitable printing technologies [69,71]. In the production of invitro meat, these technologies are still in conceptualization and laboratory scale, and there is need
to major technological breakthrough in controlled process of cell distribution, high cell deposition,
innervation and circulatory system within intricate 3D tissues [72].
Tissue engineering deals with cell culturing on adhesive surface made up by bio-mimicked
scaffold leading to combining of cells and various biomaterials. Kingsley et al. [73] observed the
development of circulatory system, physical strength, anatomical structure, proper nutritional value
and presence of functional cells as major issues to be resolved for adoption of tissue engineering
technology on industrial scale. The process of combining of cells and biomaterials in scaffold can
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be further divided into two types viz. top-down (lack of extracellular matrix due to less control over
the distribution of cells leading to poor functioning of tissues) and bottom-up (forming tissues
brick by brick by proper precision through nano- and microtechnologies) [72,74]. Nanotechnology
deals with particles at nano size i.e. less than 100 nm and it has several inherent advantages in
tissue engineering and development of various tissues or organs by using novel technologies of softlithography and self-assembly facilitating suitable environment for growth of cells [75,76].
Culture media
Culture media provides a proper and continuous supply of nutrient for proliferating cells.
Culture media mostly prepared from fetal or newborn or adult bovine source [77]. These animal
sources derived media are costly, inconsistent composition depending upon in-vivo source, risk
of pathogens, etc. making it unsuitable for production at industrial scale. Moreover, the media
obtained from animal sources as fetal bovine serum has ethical concerns. It makes in-vitro meat
obtained from such media unfit for consumption by vegan or vegetarian population or specific
religious issue. The serum-free media made up of plant or synthetic compounds facilitating similar
growth potential as serum media were developed, such as amino acid-rich plant based media from
maitake mushroom extract was reported optimum for growth and surface area expansion for fish
explants [39]. Similarly Ultrasore G is a serum free media developed as an alternative to serumbased media, containing all necessary nutrients required for cell proliferation such as vitamins,
growth hormones and regulators, binding factors, trace minerals, etc. Datar and Betti [65] observed
that such growth media with plant proteins might cause allergic reactions in sensitive consumers.
Different culture media have been developed for proliferation and differentiation of various animal
cells. These growth media have developed at small scales with their manufacturing process is
copyright / patented and very difficult to assess their cost of production at commercial scale.
Cyanobacteria is widely considered as a potential source of energy and supplements for cell
growth. These can be cultured very easily and contain good protein source (70% of dry matter) [78].
Proper understanding of metabolic modelling and flux balance analysis to better understanding
the optimal nutrients required to grow cell in-vitro is very important [28]. Usually 10%–20% of
growth media and 0.5%–2% fetal calf or horse serum or chicken embryo extract is added in culture
media intended for cultured meat production, which support in the effective cells differentiation
[79,80]. Serum-free media with greater growth potential of cell culturing had been developed by
incorporating supplementary proteins, and development of novel media such as AIM-V, Sericin
and Ultroser G [81]. AIM-V media was noted to increase active tension during cell differentiation.
The growing cells require a wide range of growth factors, hormones, vitamins, amino acids, fatty
acids, trace elements, L-glutamine, antioxidants (glutathione, 2-mercaptoethanol), and extracellular
vesicles for cell growth varies with types of cells and their origin. The cell culture media should
be added with various antibiotics (such as amphotericin, fungizone, gentamicin, penicillin,
streptomycin, etc.) or antimitotics to control microbial contamination, dexamethasone, cell signaling
molecules (heparin sulfate, hepatocyte growth factor, insulin-like growth factors, interleukin, betacatenin signaling inhibitor, etc.) [26,82,83]. It is desirable to avoid using these antimicrobial agents
to avoid side effects such as hypersensitivity, reproductive disorders, gastrointestinal disorders, and
emerging antibiotic resistance in microorganisms [84]. The proper care should be taken to prevent
contamination during cell culturing such as proper identification of Mycoplasma by detection kits,
utilization of natural bioactive compounds exerting antimicrobial effect [83].
Scaffolding / cell substrate
It is very difficult to grow cells in media and get tissue like structured without appropriate provision
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of scaffold, providing suitable niche for optimum cell growth similar to extracellular matrix invivo. A solid surface is required for growing myoblast for attachment and maximizing their surface.
Scaffold facilitates anchorage to muscle cells and provide sufficient physical strength. During
in-vitro meat production, the scaffold is required to attach and efficient utilization of available
nutrients [85,86]. At present, mostly hydrogels with porous structure are utilized as base material for
cell scaffolding as it ensures proper access of nutrient and oxygen to cells [87]. Myoblast cells need
a solid framework or surface or scaffold mostly collagen-based for proliferation and differentiation
[88].
An ideal scaffold should be sourced from non-animal source (suitable collagen alternatives)
and have large surface area for proper growth and attachment of cells, flexible with tissue like
stiffness for proper growth of myotubes, proper medium diffusion and ability to separate easily from
cultured meat [28,65,89]. The use various edible and inedible polymers such as collagen, cellulose,
synthetic polymers as poly (L)-lactic acid as base materials for preparation of scaffold materials
has been advocated [30]. Additionally, cost effective scaffolds were developed from textured
soy protein for production of cultured meat. Making a gel-like base material similar to original
tissues, decellularized extracellular matrix bioinks incorporated with various tissue-specific growth
factors, adhesive proteins, etc. are introduced for better growth and differentiation of cells in tissue
engineering [90,91].
Scaffold having striated texture has been reported to facilitate formation of myotube owing
to its resemblance to structure of muscle [92]. The development of an edible scaffold will make
the process faster and avoid removing cultured tissues from scaffold and potential damage during
this process. The Researchers used materials derived from an animal source (such as gelatin) and
plant sources for developing edible scaffold. A gelatin based fibrous scaffold by using rotatory jet
spinning technology for cell culturing of bovine and rabbit originated cells has been developed
[93]. Micromolding of thin hydrogel films has also been also used to produce scaffold with groove
texture [94]. Plant materials such as textured soy protein have been utilized to prepare plantbased scaffold due to their porous structure, which promotes proliferation of bovine myotubules
[85]. These scaffold formation need prior chemical functioning or pre-treatment with extracellular
matrix protein to support adhesion and increasing functionality similar to animal-based scaffolds
[95]. For production of thicker cuts of cultured meat, increasing vascularization by bioengineering
into cultured meat was done to maintain the proper supply of nutrient to cells in media. Based
on projections on glucose concentration, its diffusion and consumption by mammalian cells,
it is feasible to get maximum viable thickness of 400–1,400 μm for 100 g meat containing
approximately 3 × 1010 cells [96].
Removal of cells sheet
The removal of cells sheet or tissue from scaffold is very important, and it can be either by use
of enzymatic methods or by applying mechanical force [97]. These methods are destructive
methods and potentially damage the sheet. For removing cultured cell sheet intact, the use of nondestructive methods by detaching culture as a confluent sheet from non-adhesive surface due to
biodegradation of selective attachment protein laminin [98] or utilizing thermos-responsive coating
converting hydrophilic from hydrophobic upon decreasing temperature [99]. Cultured muscle cells
on novel decellurized plant tissue based scaffold was observed to stimulate better proliferation and
differentiation as well as providing better myotube alignment [100].
Co-culture
Co-culture refers to growing two or more different types of cells simultaneously in a single shared
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medium, where physical contacts among different cells directly impact the cellular function.
Thus to prevent the direct interaction between different cells, one type of cells are grown in a
permeable membrane, suspended in medium having a different type of cells [101]. Co-culture is
similar to in-vivo environment. 2D single type cell culture (monoculture) has only single types
of cells and does not involve cellular interactions, whereas 3D co-culture involves more than one
type of cells. Adipocytes differentiation factors play an important role in co-culture comprising
adipocytes, pre-adipocytes, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells, where each cell impacted other types
of cells. Growth factor, insulin like growth factor (IGF-1) and insulin-like growth factor-binding
proteins (IGFBP) promotes pre-adipocytes to undergoe cell multiplication and differentiation.
The platelet-derived growth factor and epidermal growth factor promote the multiplication of
adipocytes, whereas insulin, growth hormone, IGF-1, thyroid hormones, and glucocorticoids help
differentiate adipocytes into adipose tissue [101,102]. Pandurangan et al. [103] successfully cocultured myoblasts and fibroblasts cells for 24–72 h. While, co-culturing fibroblasts and myoblasts,
a relatively higher growth rate of myoblasts could be achieved by inhibiting fibroblast cells [104].
Several factors affect muscle and fat, such as stress hormones (cortisol and epinephrine) [103].
Oxygen carriers
For proliferating cells, oxygen is needed for various metabolic activities and it depends upon the cell
density. Lack of proper oxygen supply may affect survival of these cells leading to necrosis. Various
modified form of haemoglobins and synthetic perflurochemicals have potential to carrier of oxygen
in bioreactors but these compounds generation is associated with production of GHGs [105] and
thus need a better sustainable alternative to these compounds in future.
Bioreactor
Bioreactors used in in-vitro meat production facilitates biological and associated biochemical
reactions in a properly controlled and monitored environmental and operating conditions (such
as pressure, temperature, oxygen supply, waste removal, pH, etc.), thus ensuring a high degree of
precision, reproducibility, repeatability, and automation needed for large scale operations [106]. The
cell culturing should be done in a proper controlled environment under strict hygienic and sanitary
conditions. For production of cultured meat at commercial scale, sufficient size and closed area is a
prime requirement for proper growth and differentiation of the large volume of cells needed for the
commercialization of this technology [27,49]. There are basically 4 steps in production of in-vitro
meat: cell proliferation, cell differentiation, product manufacture, and waste valorization [26]. The
production of cultured meat requires a complex environment with optimal supply of nutrients and
favourable environment. The present bioreactors could be easily scaled up to 5 litres capacity and
it could be further increases upto 2,000 litres with suitable modifications / alterations [107]. The
bioreactor used by US start-up Eat just to prepare chicken bites in Singapore at 1,886 restaurant
was 10,000 liter capacity. The company proposed to have bioreactors of about 50,000 liter capacity
for the commercialization of in-vitro meat around the globe [31].
The bioreactor provides favorable environmental conditions for the growth and differential of
cells. Industrial bioreactors for in-vitro meat production should be designed in such a way that
facilitates cell suspension in a near-continuous medium, maintain lower fluid shear force, proper
growth of cells similar to native tissue, facilitates easy separation of suspended tissues, and should
provide an environment for proper growth and differentiation of cells leading to increased yield
[108]. The industrial bioreactors should have the same functionality as that of lab scale bioreactors
for the production of in-vitro meat in laboratories [30,65,108]. In rotating wall vessel bioreactors,
the medium flows in a laminar flow with the help of a rotating wall at the designated speed that
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maintains the proper balance between centrifugal force, gravitational force, and drag force. This
balance between various forces is desired for proper diffusion at improved mass transfer rate at
reduced shear stress to the growing cells, which are submerged in the medium in free flowing threedimensional states [106]. For scaffold based cell culturing technology, direct diffusion bioreactors
are recommended due to the proper flow of growth media and gaseous exchange across the porous
scaffolds. The proper maintenance of flow rate is very critical to ensure a high mass transfer rate and
lower shear stress [109].
The vascularization of growing tissue helps in increasing mass transfer / medium perfusion.
Endothelial vessel networks had been introduced by Levenberg et al. [110] by using co-culturing
myoblasts on a very porous scaffold with endothelial cells and embryonic fibroblast to increase
medium perfusion. For efficient production of in-vitro meat at a large scale, sufficient oxygen
perfusion is required ensuring viability and proper growth of cells during cell seeding and
cultivation onto a porous scaffold, and oxygen perfusion gradient determines the density of cultured
tissue [111]. Oxygen carriers (such as modified haemoglobin produced from modified plants or
chemically produced perfluorochemicals [PFC]), are used to mimics hemoglobin of the blood to
provide adequate oxygen supply to growing cells in bioreactors [105].

OVERCOMING LIMITATIONS OF IN-VITRO MEAT PRODUCTION
Although in-vitro meat technology has several potential advantages over conventional meat
production systems, but it has some limitations or challenges. The current research works are mostly
dedicated to making this technology more feasible, cost effective, and suitable for production at an
industrial scale. The various issues in the in-vitro meat production are as follows-.
Production process
Most of the present process have poor surface to volume ratio due to culturing in flasks or petri
plates where cells are placed in the bottom and getting required nutrient from media above cells,
thus limiting their scale-up at an industrial level. For resolving this problem, cells are grown by
suspension method by attaching to tiny beads or spheres suspended in culture media. Mesenchymal
and myoblast cells were successfully grown by attaching on microbeads in 1.5 litre bioreactor or
flask having provision of continuous stirring [51]. For making this process suitable for adoption by
industry, various issues such as culture media, seeding density, microcarriers, medium alterations, etc.
need to be addressed [112].
The produced cells should be differentiated into tissues at large scale. The whole process such
as cell harvest, cell production, tissue formation should be accomplished under sterile conditions,
preferably by automation so to minimize the risk of contamination during manual operation [51].
Adequate supply of cells
Cell lines with increased growth rate and differentiation produced from somatic cells by recent
technological innovations such as genetically engineering, chemical induction or spontaneous
mutations [113,114] have the potential alternative to harvest stem cells from live animals. However
these cell lines requires passaging, subculturing, proper identification and separation and issues
with continuous evolution [26]. Alternatively, stem cells / pluripotent cells can be obtained from
tissues from a small herd of animals reared for harvesting on a regular basis for culturing. At present
satellites cells from muscle are most widely used stem cells with increasing use of mesenchymal
stem cells and other multipotent cells that can grow without animal serum along a high growth
rate [115]. Embryonic stem cells also proves an alternative but differentiating these cells towards
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a muscle cell lineage proves challenging. There is research and studies going on towards finding
optimal cell source for in-vitro meat.
Nutrient transport
During the production of in-vitro meat, the main challenges are the requirements of a consistent
supply of oxygen and nutrients to growing cells while removing wastes generated during growth,
i.e. for a proper functional circulatory system similar to live animals. The present technology made it
possible to produce small pieces of meat only, but producing proper muscle with a mature vascular
system needs advanced bioreactors that will be available in the future by adequate research and
innovations [32].
Production of in-vitro meat similar to conventional meat
The success of cultured meat depends mainly on the degree of its resemblance / imitation to
conventional meat in organoleptic attributes such as flavor, appearance, color, texture, juiciness,
etc. at an affordable price. It is only possible when cultured meat will have similar physiological
and chemical composition to conventional meat. This has several technological challenges in the
production of fully structured cultured meat production.
One major issue with prevailing methods of production of in-vitro meat are lack of some
critical steps happened during conversion of muscle to meat which has major effect on organoleptic
attributes of meat and meat products such as pH decline by postmortem glycolysis, rigor mortis,
calpain activation, resolution of rigor, rigor resolution, conditioning / ageing, etc. Besides muscle
fibres, conventional meat comprises various other tissues such as adipose tissue, nervous tissue,
epithelial tissue and circulatory tissues in various concentrations. In cultured meat, these tissues are
lacking at present and various research works are undergoing across globe to prepare cultured meat
similar to conventional meat in sensory attributes, composition and texture by including various
tissues by coculturing with adipocytes and other cells [116].
The presence of adipose tissue in conventional meat is responsible for colour, texture, juiciness
and flavour of meat and in cultured meat, coculturing myoblast with adipose cell leads to formation
of adipose tissue in cultured meat, but the higher maturation time of adipose cells (2–3 months)
and changing test conditions makes it quite challenging and need further testing and research. For
structural and functional resemblance to meat, satellite cells are cocultured with adipocytes (for
adipose tissue development), fibroblasts and chondrocytes (for connective tissue development) and
endothelial cells (for development of circulatory system / vascularization) [26].
Production of typical meaty flavor in cultured meat is very difficult as such as it is a result of
reactions of numerous fat and water soluble components. Appearance of lab grown meat tends to
be less reddish and more yellowish or pinkish tinge due to lower myoglobin formation in cultured
meat due to higher oxygen saturation [51]. Culturing under low oxygen conditions is recommended
for production of high myoglobin content in proliferating cells, resulting in development of reddish
colour [117]. Alternatively, heme from plant source has been incorporated during culturing for
developing colour and flavour of cultured meat close to conventional meat in addition to fortifying
iron [118].
The sensory attributes of a product such flavor and color plays important role in consumer
acceptance. The color and flavor of cultured meat could be improved by adding heme compounds
such as haemoglobin or myoglobin and incorporation of adipocytes or encapsulated lipids in
media [119,120]. The typical flavour of meat products is resultant of several complex compounds
originated during cooking such as cyclopentanone, pyrazine, furan, 2-methylpropanal,
3-methylbutanal, 2-nonenal, 2,4-decadienal, thiopenes, etc. [121].
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Sustainable culture media and cell substrate
A proper culture media and scaffolds are needed for optimum growth of cells at economic cost,
popularization, and scaling up of in-vitro meat production. The media ingredients produced
from fetal calf serum (mostly used for culturing cells for pharmaceutical purpose) or horse serum,
microorganisms and plants, should fulfil the requirement of growing cells. Use of 10%–20%
supplementation of growth media with 0.5%–2.0% of fetal calf serum or horse serum in culture
media was observed for better initial growth and differentiation [26,80]. Media should contains
antibiotics, chicken embryo extract, nutrients such as fatty acids, vitamins, amino acids, minerals,
metabolic regulators, and various growth factors, hormones and inhibitors in a specific proportion
[82], however, the specific ingredient responsible for growth in serum are still not properly known
[122]. The use of serum in culture media could be an issue in acceptance of developed meat and
need to develop serum free-media for myoblast proliferation. The risk of contamination / diseases,
variations in between batches and regular supply of serum based media are required for commercial
production of in-vitro meat.
Better myoblast cells differentiation has been observed in scaffold obtained from the animal
origin materials such as mostly collagen as it imitates their natural environment causing these
cells to reside and align, compact, and form muscle fibre. Scaffolds prepared from synthetic
materials from bioengineering, failed to yield satisfactory results during tissue formation and cells
differentiation [123,124]. The incorporation of collagen during scaffold formation adds variations
and is not considered as a sustainable source. There is a need to search of nontoxic, biocompatible
and optimum structure strength scaffold materials that facilitates easy binding and interactions of
proliferating cells to form compact tissue. Some compounds such as polymeric sugar chains have
all qualities needed for scaffold formation but lacks suitable binding sites of myoblast cells [32].
Alginates, plant cellulose and chitins added with short peptides to increase binding sites were
reported as suitable materials for large scale scaffold production [125]. Canavan et al. [97] explored
the use of polyglycolic acid, polyurethanes and polylactic acid for scaffold preparation and observed
the problem associated with removal of scaffold as removal of scaffold with the help of enzymatic
action or by using mechanical force may damage the cells and scaffold.
da Silva et al. [98] explored novel ‘thermal lift-off ’ for removing cell sheet intact by using
materials that becomes hydrophilic during cooling. Further these sheets have the ability to bind
with other substrates and formation of 3D product by stacking of sheets. Alternatively Lam et al.
[99] postulated removal of cell sheets by selective biodegradation of protein laminin attached to
non-adhesive micro-patterned surfaces. During removal of cell sheets from scaffold without any
support base could cause aggregation of cells due to contractile force leading to the formation of
multicellular detached spheroids, thus need to have support surface by using hydrophilic gel or
membrane [99].
Technological challenges during acceptances
There is huge media coverage advocating several benefits / advantages of this technology. There had
been extensive media coverage of cultured meat burger testing in London in 2013, and overstressing
the acceptance among vegetarians without proper assessing the various technological challenges of
its acceptance and consumer reactions. Consumer attitude and perceptions about a new product
such as in-vitro meat plays a key role in its success and acceptance at industrial scale [65]. It can be
modulated by increasing awareness about these novel products, depicting it similar to conventional
meat and emphasizing the sustainability of vitro meat [126].
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Animal welfare and ethical issues
Animal welfare and ethical considerations are the major force behind in-vitro meat, and thus, the
harvesting process of donor cells should be painless and stress free. Culture media is based on fetal
serum obtained from blood of foetuses of slaughtered pregnant cattle. Further research is needed
for developing of animal-free media. In cultured meat, necrosis has been observed in case of an
inadequate supply of nutrients from media. The increasing evidence about various ill effects on
consumer’s health upon overconsumption of processed meat may be an issue in future as in-vitro /
culturing process till now only produces processed meat only [23].
This in-vitro meat production system is slaughter-free meat production. It largely frees from
animal welfare issues as concerned with the modern rearing of meat animals and meat production.
In the modern intensive practice of conventional meat production, there is a higher probability
that these animals do not have 5 basic freedoms and are mostly treated like small production
machines rather than living animals. During the whole production system of conventional meat
system, animals should not be hungry and thirsty, proper comfort, should not have any pain, disease,
or injury. The surroundings should not interfere the normal expression of behavior and instincts
and should be free from any distress or fear. As the novel in-vitro meat production system, there
is no need for rearing the meat animals on such a large scale rather than few animals needed for
harvesting stem cells.
The treatment met to animals just prior to slaughter remains a burning issue in the meat
industry. The most common animals well-being issues are related to conventional meat productions
are rearing in congested places, improper handling, use of hormones, growth promoter, longdistance travel in improper conditions without proper ventilation, density, proper rest, feeding and
watering; insufficient rest, and poor housing conditions at lairage, bruises and injuries, improper
ramp and pens, rough handling, improper or inefficient stunning, slaughter without stunning, etc.
are major issues in animal welfare during conventional meat production. The animals should be
properly rested, fed, watered in lairage, and should be properly stunned to reduce pain to minimum
level. Further, mishandling of animals and slaughtering in a state of undue pain and stress leads
to poor quality of meat (such as pale soft exudative meat, dark firm dry meat, two tonings, etc.),
fetching less price in the market and even rejection by consumers, leading to heavy economic loss to
the meat industry. Nowadays, peoples are very concerned about the conditions and treatments met
to animals during slaughter, and animal welfare issues are gaining importance and have a role in
consumers purchase and consumption of meat. The in-vitro meat production system will be helpful
in preserving genetic resources, especially in terms of saving genetic resources in the form of saving
unproductive animals. The in-vitro meat production system has moral and technological advantages
as being free from the most challenges related to the conventional meat production system; hence
have the potential to be a suitable option for consumers.
Cost of production
As in-vitro meat production process is less efficient than plant itself, some scientists / policy makers
doubt the justification of moving from plant to in-vitro meat at the cost of non-availability of food
for a larger section of society in the future. Further, it may increase dependency on certain suppliers
at the cost of the availability of food locally from agriculture. At present, the higher production cost
of in-vitro meat proves a major hurdle in the acceptance of this novel meat. Schwartz [127] noted
the significant reduction in production cost of one beef burger from USD 325,000 to USD 11.36,
but still higher than the prevailing price of beef burger prepared from conventional meat. However,
in a survey by EKOS on the consumer’s acceptance of conventional beef burger, in-vitro meat burger and meat analog burger in a hypothetical situation of similar price and observed that a majority
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of consumers still prefers for conventional meat followed by plant based burger and in-vitro meat
burger [128]. Weele and Tramper [129] projected the need to grow 1,023 cells to get 1,011 kg
meat per year to completely replace conventional meat to in-vitro meat for a population of 10 billion by 2050. This will lead to several practical difficulties and technological challenges such as establishing ultra-modern facilities, well-trained staff, and high cost of various inputs such as growth
media, salaries of trained staff, etc.

CONSUMER ACCEPTANCE
Consumer preferences and choices have direct influence on meat production practices (Fig. 2);
eating quality being the major driver, but at present consumers are also concerned with processing
conditions, traceability, animal and environmental effect of production [130]. Changing ones
eating habits is very challenging (food neophobia) and several incidences have been reported where
individuals even resist reducing meat eating in context of increasing risk for various cardiovascular
disease [131] or type 2 diabetes mainly due to socio-cultural habits. It could be forecasted that
a small section of meat eating consumers would change to vegan or vegetarian diet under the
influence of motivation by various environmental, ethical, food safety and economic reasons but
encouraging significant numbers of peoples to change their food habits or significant reduction
in meat consumption need a holistic approach and better understanding acceptance dynamics of
developed novel product [21,95].
Like other novel food, consumer acceptability and future survival of cultured meat may face
several social and technological challenges such as cost of production, perceptions about products,
sustainability, organoleptic attributes, etc. Certain technical, economic and social constraints (higher

Fig. 2. Dynamics of consumer perception. Adapted from Umaraw & Verma with permission of Fundación
Dialnet [130].
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resistant in conservative section) and uncertainty about consumer acceptance of new products
should be properly understood before exploring its acceptance by consumers [132]. Presently,
most of studies undertaken / published / advertised in print media regarding consumer acceptance
and future of in-vitro meat are done by proponents of in-vitro meat, emphasising mainly its
merits, process, animal welfare, sustainability and history [133]. Still, consumer acceptance and
technological issues are not appropriately understood, and there is need to involve and aware
consumers at early developmental stage of this novel food product. There were instances that several
people in developed countries did not accept the new and innovative technologies due to lack of
proper information as it was propagated at the time of development such as nanotechnology [134].
The consumer’s reaction and attitude formation towards in-vitro meat amongst consumers from
Belgium, Portugal and United Kingdom was studied noted that initial reaction of unnaturalness
and disgust feelings as major bottlenecks in acceptance of this product by consumers [21]. However
consumers acknowledged fewer direct benefits but were ready to accept it owing to sustainability
and global meat supply, while uncertain about the food safety and impact on society, especially loss
of traditions of meat eating, livelihood loss, religious believes, etc. It is recommended to give more
emphasis on describing the product attributes and its inherent advantages rather than production
process as the way of product description has significant effect on consumer acceptance towards invitro meat [135]. The use of small scale production methods having well identified / known source
of donor animals had been suggested to reduce feelings of alienation and unnaturalness associated
with in-vitro meat [129].
The lack of confidence and suspicious attitude towards science, its inaccessibility, and
unfamiliarity, could further intensify food neophobia [136]. In this context, suitable application
of behavioural science and labelling of this novel product with non-technical terms (such as
using term clean meat rather than lab grown meat) could increase its acceptance [135,137].
Thus proper marketing strategies, education and awareness along with effective communication
while introducing novel products in market are crucial. Mohorcich and Reese [138] observed the
need for proper considerations about unintended intentions of new terminology in intensifying
distrust and suspicion amongst consumers. The importance of perception and habits of consumers,
production cost and sensory attributes of launched products plays important role in acceptance
by consumers and success [24]. The author further observed that lab grown cultured meat having
higher acceptance than genetically modified foods and other novel protein sources such as insects.
However, that might not be same for regular meat eaters having reservations towards any other
meat alternatives, and in-vitro meat has different acceptance in different population groups [137].
The consumer acceptance of new product depends upon both implicit attitudes (may be positive
or negative, comprising evaluations without reasoning, better prediction of spontaneous behaviour)
and explicit attitudes (reflection of both cognitive elaborations of available knowledge and implicit
attitude, assessed by self-report scale) [139,140]. It was advocated to avoid depicting cultured meat
as alternative to conventional meat rather than emphasizing its inherent benefits / merits associated
with its production and consumption to increase its success on commercial scale. [128] surveyed
the consumer willingness to purchase cultured meat burger and conventional beef burger with both
having equal price and sensory attributes and noted that very small segments (11%) of respondent
of hypothetical survey were ready to purchase it as compared to 65% ready to buy conventional beef
burger. The author also noted the acceptance of in-vitro meat was price sensitive and even a 1 USD
increased price of lab meat resulted in 6% higher acceptance of conventional beef burger. Similar
observations had also been reported by other researchers [135,141].
The changing dynamics of meat eating in developed countries owing to ethical, environmental,
and safety concerns increase the chances of in-vitro meat success on an industrial scale. Cost of
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cultured meat should be comparable to conventional meat. Slade [128] conducted a survey and
concluded that even at the same price, respondents preferred conventional meat (65%) followed by
plant based meat analogs (21%) and placed in-vitro meat as third place (11%). Alternatively, thin
cultured meat produced in bioreactors could be utilized for preparation of processed meat products
such as sausages or burgers, and for complete replica of conventional meat, thicker 3D structure
with optimal nutrient and oxygen supply and waste removals from the inner core of cells are
required. Additionally cell sheet protocols should be established, as well as a technique for forming
a 3D structure for multiple cell types.

SUSTAINABILITY OF IN-VITRO MEAT
The production of in-vitro meat is considered more extensive and sustainable. The production
of cultured meat is still under the developing phase, and at this juncture, it is difficult to prove its
sustainability based on available literature. To cater the demand of meat for burgeoning population,
there is a need to follow the efficient, innovations, and proper management practices in agriculture
and animal rearing and in-vitro meat. We still have limited knowledge of various issues related to
the production of in-vitro meat on an industrial scale such as production of growth factors, growth
inhibitors and antibiotics used for media preparation on a large scale, efficiency of the whole
process, level of energy requirement, amount of waste produced during the process and their proper
disposal cost, the volume of GHG emission, etc.
Some countries produce meat more than their requirement and export the surplus to get funds
for importing necessary goods. In such a scenario, the adoption of in-vitro meat production at an
industrial scale will lead to self-sufficiency in the developed world. This will impact countries relying
heavily on the export of meat or live animals.
The in-vitro meat production will be set up near cities or urban centers to reduce transport costs
and easier availability of raw materials, and better infrastructure. This production system requires
differently trained / skilled manpower, robotic operations, complex equipment and may risk lack of
employment of less skilled manpower employed in conventional meat production. Further, animals
are not solely reared for meat but used for other purposes such as wool, leather, natural casings,
hormones, etc. In several developing countries, animals are still sent to slaughter (spent animals)
after completing their productive lives.
There should be a holistic approach and diversification of our food resources for ensuring food
security rather than completely relying on a single food resource. Fairlie [142] proposed use of
traditional farming, reduction in total meat consumption, in-vitro meat, innovative technologies
such nanotechnology, stem cell engineering, synthetic biology for ensure sustainability and better
bindings between human and nature.
At present, in-vitro meat is produced commonly in T-flask having 20-22.5 cm2 surface area. For
cultured meat production at a large scale by a single unit, multiple T-flasks providing a larger surface
area could be utilized. However, this system provides multiple surfaces for cell anchorage but labor
intensive as each T-flask to be managed individually [143]. For growing large cells economically
by using less culture media with better attachment, properly sealed roller bottles rotating slowly
are developed [144]. The automation was introduced to facilitate easier real-time quality control
monitoring and process of roller bottles system [145]. Various dextran, cellulose, gelatin or plasticbased micro-sized beads with positively charged outer surfaces were developed for culturing cells
on a large scale. These micro-carriers (solid or porous depending upon cell type and preference)
attract the negatively charged animal cells [145]. However, micro-carriers suitable for growth,
proliferation and differentiation of human stem cells, myoblast expansion, and cultured meat are
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still in developmental phase [146].
Recently certain research findings have raised questions on environmental sustainability merits
of in-vitro meat production. Smetana et al. [147] raised concerns over the sustainability of in-vitro
meat production and attributed higher environmental impact (in term of ozone layer depletion,
ecotoxicity, climate change, human toxicity, land occupation, etc.) of in-vitro meat as compared to
plant and dairy based meat alternatives and lower environmental impact than beef and pork owing
to its higher energy requirements. Lynch et al. [148] compared the potential increase in temperature
in cultured meat vs beef cattle production for 1,000 years in the future on the basis of most
prevailing three beef production systems and four in-vitro meat production systems. The authors
concluded that actual assessment could be possible by understanding specific environmental input
requirements and clean energy production. The authors emphasized the need for detailed analysis
of real production systems and life cycle assessment of in-vitro meat. They predicted that lab-grown
meat might have certain limitations in the future. McGrath [149] observed the slow but long term
adverse effect on the environment during the production of in-vitro meat due to the production of
carbon dioxide in place of methane production in beef production. However, as the technology is
in the developmental stage, the situation will most likely be changed with the adoption of advanced
innovative energy-efficient technologies.

FOOD SAFETY REGULATIONS
At present, in-vitro meat is not produced on a commercial scale; hence there is no definite
regulatory framework in place. The prevailing food safety regulations of a country will be applied
to this novel product as such. As the whole process of cell culturing is performed at strict hygienic
and sterile conditions, and whenever, incidences of any contaminations are come across at any stage
of production, the whole process is immediately aborted and corrected. Specht et al [150] found
that all ingredients required for production should be sourced as food ingredients. In USA, joint
regulatory framework for cultured meat was proposed by Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
and Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) in 2018, with FDA overlooking cell collection, cell
banks, cells proliferation and differentiation stages whereas FSIS regulating cell harvesting and
labelling of end product originated from cell cultures obtained from livestock and poultry [44]. In
EU the regulations as applied for Novel Foods will be applicable to cultured meat.
Although cell culturing is completed under strict hygienic conditions and quality control
in bioreactors and thus posing fewer microbiological and chemical hazards as compared to
conventional slaughtering and dressing operations. Once outside the bioreactors, these cells have
an equal risk of contamination and health hazards similar to conventional meat. Besides this,
the genetic instability of cell divisions also requires due attention [35]. However, consumption of
properly cooked in-vitro meat would not pose any health problems. The preparation of various
processed meat products from in-vitro meat will need proper identifications of various hazards and
implementation of Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points (HACCP)-based system [26]. Under
prevailing regulations in EU and US, in-vitro meat does not fall in the ambit of meat category, and
meat industry is not ready to accept it as meat. However, allergy and health concerns associated
with cultured meat may improve the prevailing norms [142]. In the future, a regulatory framework
would be in place for new challenges such as fraud cases as selling cultured meat as conventional
meat and vice versa and mislabeling of cultured meat as conventional meat and vice versa.
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FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
The success and acceptability of any new technology such as in-vitro meat is mostly determined
by its acceptance among end-users, awareness about its beneficial effects, constraints, and its
sustainability at a reasonable price. As in-vitro meat production is a new and developing technology,
there are several challenges in the beginning with respect to its adaptation on an industrial scale,
similar to the adoption of any new technology. Theoretically, it is possible to produce 1 billion beef
burgers, each weighing 113 g within 45 days from a single biopsy from a single cow provided with
Hayflick limit of mesenchymal cell division 50, [151] whereas equal number of burger production
would require slaughter of 0.5 billion cows over 1.5 years age [4].
The potential production at commercial scale and market share of in-vitro meat remain
debatable. Scientists have different opinions such as Bekker et al. [126] and Verbeke et al. [152]
predicted good market share and consumer acceptance of in-vitro meat, whereas, other researchers
have noted the lower acceptance of in-vitro meat [21,132,141,152]. In the future mainly due to
unnaturalness and not believing in its potential to solve all issues associated with meat production.
Food played an important role in shaping the socio-cultural and economic conditions of
humans. It is tendency of human being to always search food with better sensory attributes and
nutrient quality. It increased our efforts to search for meat alternatives leading to popularity for
alternative eating for alternative protein sources [153,154]. The consumer confidence towards
accepting novel food products could be improved by applying advanced processing tools, cooling
technologies, better implementation of sanitary and phytosanitary measure [155–158].
There are several incidences of zoonotic diseases and meat borne illness and toxicity outbreaks
recorded in every year in the world. The increasing non-judicious use of antibiotics, hormones,
growth factors, etc. in animal production and meat processing and preservation increased the risk
of toxic or drug residue in meat and posing serious health issue in near future [130]. Thus in such a
scenario, in-vitro meat will provide a far better and safe alternative to conventional meat to a great
extent.
Of-course, in-vitro meat will improve animal protein supply and food security along with
environmental and ethical benefits. However, these benefits are not certain as there is still great
degree of uncertainty and unintended consequences in future [25]. The scientific community has
not reached a unanimous viewpoint about the advantages and risks of in-vitro meat production and
its popularization on a commercial scale. It is very important to identify and rectify the unfavorable
aspects that may hinder the commercialization of in-vitro meat. Bruce Friedrich, Director of the
Global Food Initiative (GFI), in his keynote address on Alternative Protein Show in Jan 2019 noted
that in the future, the consumer acceptance of in-vitro meat would depend upon its competition
with animal agriculture whole not just based on ethical considerations [159]. Alternatively, it can
be concluded that environmental, ethical and socio economic benefits of in-vitro meat could be
perceived only when it would be accepted by consumers and produced at commercial scale.

CONCLUSION
The production of meat by cell culture is having several advantages over conventional meat
production such as production of various kinds of meat without performing actual slaughter, less
resource intensive and huge potential to cater the rising demand of meat in future. However, the
technology should be cost effective and the product retrieved should have similar organoleptic
and functional attributes as that of conventional meat. Scientific community is continuously
searching for better sustainable inputs of production especially animal-free media, pluripotent
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cells with higher Hayflick limit, nutrient supply, improved scaffold material and designs and
developing products similar to conventional meat by using 3D and 3D bioprinting, coculturing,
tissue engineering, etc. There is a need for product oriented publicity, proper nomenclature and
information about product development to increase consumer’s acceptance and awareness to tackle
food neophobia, disgust and unnatural feelings.
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